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About This Game

Weightless is an immersive and relaxing experience. It is a beautiful interactive game that is designed to clear your mind from
any stress and block out the nonstop thinkin 5d3b920ae0
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saw that there were no user reviews on this product, so I decided to write a review here so that potential purchasers know exactly
what they are getting. There is not any form of indicators of progression or forward moment IE no next levels or rewards to
unlock. You are given 13 black and white drawings any of which you can choose to color in . In any way you want. At anytime
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you want. while the music plays in the background. Using a program similar to Microsoft's paint. That is all there is 13 black
and white drawings that you can color in. While listening to music and nothing else. Literally nothing else. If you want to make
them all pink or whatever other color it simply does not matter. All pictures are opened up when you get the game nothing to
unlock. I would not even call this a game I would call it a digital coloring book with music. For about the same price you can get
a hard copy coloring book but without the music. So I guess adding the music is something . Also, lets say you decide to make a
green line on the drawing the program will automatically save your picture with a green line on it until you click the redo button
for that picture and it will remove your green line. I personally would not describe the experience of using this digital coloring
book As immsreive . Unless you really lose yourself in couloring pictures . There is nothing wrong here the product .For the
most part is as advertised however I feel that adding the immsreive lable is a bit misleading . so on that basis i am going to give
it a negitive revew. If it was advertised as what it is a digital colouring book with music I feel that they would get far fewer
purchases . for what it is it is a bit overpriced wait for a sale on this one or go to a bookstore and get a hard copy couloring book
. with a few more pictures .
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